Eat Paint Love ItalyVenice /Lake Como with
Rebecca Z Artist
Oct. 3-13, 2018

Tour, Paint, and Savor Venice, Italy and let me show you the secret beauty found “off the beaten track” in this
gorgeous and ancient city. Then travel with me as we explore beautiful Lake Como in Northern Italy. Watery
landscapes, reflections, mountains and beautiful architecture will inspire both the
artist and the adventurer alike.
10-day tour of Venice and Lake Como Italy
Introductory pricing of $3675 will in effect until January 31, 2018.
Pricing may change so register early!
Tour arrangements made through IL Chiostro, Inc.- Art Workshops in Italy IlChiostro.com

As an artist, beauty is a requirement for all the destinations on this tour.
However, you don’t need to be an artist to enjoy this gorgeous itinerary.

A Vacation with Relaxation and Inspiration as our goal.
The picturesque villages of Lake Como have scenic mountain backdrops that make them look like something right
off a postcard! Our visit is sure to provide spectacular photographs and beautiful paintings! Seeing this region by
boat is part of the experience and I look forward to exploring it with you.
Venice has an abundance of places found “off the beaten track” that are meant to be savored slowly. I find that
strolling and moving by boat automatically creates a rhythm that feels relaxed and romantic. Both these beautiful
destinations will dial back the pace of life and leave you feeling renewed and inspired.

NOTE - Being an artist is not a requirement, but if you bring your watercolors and sketchbook, we will make it a
priority to find beautiful locations and record them in our sketchbooks. Recording your journey is an incredible way
to make a great vacation even more memorable. I will give demonstrations and lessons on how to sketch and paint
on location for those who are interested. Beginners are welcome to give it a try!

!

Contact me for more information. Email Rebecca@rebeccazartist.com phone 843-450-2307
Space will be limited.

To Register: Contact IL CHIOSTRO, Inc.- Art Workshops in Italy EMAIL
INFO@ILCHIOSTRO.COM or call 800-990-3506

